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Dewetting of thin-film polymers

F. Saulnier,* E. Raphae¨l,† and P.-G. de Gennes‡
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In this paper we present a theoretical model for the dewetting of ultrathin polymer films. Assuming that the
shear-thinning properties of these films can be described by a Cross-type constitutive equation, we analyze the
front morphology of the dewetting film, and characterize the time evolution of the dry region radius, and of the
rim height. Different regimes of growth are expected, depending on the initial film thickness, and on the
power-law index involved in the constitutive equation. In the thin-films regime, the dry radius and the rim
height obey power-law time dependences. We then compare our predictions with the experimental results
obtained by Debre´geaset al. @Phys. Rev. Lett.75, 3886 ~1995!# and by Reiter@Phys. Rev. Lett.87, 186101
~2001!#.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Thin liquid films have considerable scientific and techn
logical importance, and have numerous applications. In
gineering, for instance, they serve to protect surfaces,
applications arise in paints, adhesives, and membranes@1#.
Thin liquids films display a variety of interesting dynami
phenomena and have therefore been the focus of many
perimental and theoretical studies@2#. In particular, thin
polymer films have recently attracted a lot of interest sin
understanding their properties such as viscosity@3#, chain
mobility @4# and stability@5# is essential for optimization.

A long time ago, Taylor@6# and Culick@7# analyzed the
growth of a circular hole in a thin liquid sheet@8#. By bal-
ancing surface tension forces against inertia@9#, they found
that the rim of liquid at the edge of the films retracts a
constant velocity, a prediction first checked experimenta
by Mc Entee and Mysels@10,11#. Debrégeas and collabora
tors@12# have recently studied the bursting of thin suspend
films of very viscous liquids. These experiments revea
unexpected features:~a! First, the retraction velocity grows
exponentially with time~with a characteristic time scalet i
5hih/uSu, wherehi , h, and S are, respectively, the initia
film thickness, the viscosity, and the spreading coeffici
@13#!, ~b! second, the liquid isnot collected into a rim and
the film remains flat through the retraction. According
these authors, the uniform thickening of the retracting fi
was a consequence of its viscoelasticity, which permits
elastic propagation into the film of the surface tension for
acting on the edge. Brenner and Gueyffier@14# showed, how-
ever, that the absence of rim can also result from a pu
viscous effect@15,16#.

Very recently@17#, Reiter studied the dewetting of ultra
thin ~i.e., thinner than the coil size!, almost glassy polysty-
rene~PS! films deposited onto silicon wafers coated with
polydimethylsiloxane~PDMS! monolayer. He found that a
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highly asymmetric rim, with an extremely steep side towa
the interior of the hole and a much slower decay on the r
side, builds up progressively@18#, with the maximum height
increasing linearly with the diameter of the hole. We recen
@19# proposed a theoretical model to explain such deviati
from the behavior of pure liquids, based on the she
thinning properties of the polymer film. Assuming that th
stresses inside the film saturate logarithmically with t
strain rates, we showed that different regimes of growth
expected, depending on the initial film thickness and the
perimental time range. Other theoretical approaches for p
mer film dewetting have recently been proposed by H
minghauset al. @20# and Shenoy and Sharma@21#.

In this paper we aim at precising our methods of reso
tion, and characterizing the dewetting process for a Cro
type constitutive equation~interpolation between a viscou
behavior at low strain rates and a power-law dependence
the viscosity versus the shear strain rate!, following recent
experimental results by Dalnoki-Veresset al. for PS films
@22#. We study the profile of the dewetting film, and chara
terize the time evolution of the dry radius, and of the r
height ~as summarized in Appendix C!. Finally, we discuss
the adequation between our theoretical predictions and
perimental results by Debre´geas and Reiter.

II. THE MODEL

Figure 1 shows the film geometry.h(r ,t) is the profile of
the film, hm(t) is the height of the rim, andRd(t) is the
radius of the dry zone.v(r ,t) is the radial, axisymmetric
flow field ~cf. Appendix A!. On a nonwettable, smooth, an
passive solid substrate like the PDMS-coated silicon wa
used by Reiter, this plug-flow description is valid as long
hi!b, whereb is the hydrodynamic extrapolation length~cf.
@23#!. The range of thicknesses studied by Reiter allows t
simplifying assumption.

A. Constitutive law of the material

In order to characterize the rheologic properties of
film, we introduce the stress tensors i j 52pd i j 1s i j

m , where
©2002 The American Physical Society07-1
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p is the pressure ands i j
m represents the effects of intern

friction. We relates i j
m to the strain rate tensorġ i j by a

constitutive law of the form

sm~ ġ !5s0F~ġt!, ~1!

wheres0 and t are material constants, andF is a generic
function.

For a purely viscous liquid, the functionF is linear,

F~ġt!5ġt. ~2!

In this case, the fluid viscosityh5sm/ġ is a constant and
equals the zero-shear viscosityh05s0t.

For polymers, just aboveTg , it is expected within the
framework of the free-volume model thatsm is expected to
vary logarithmically withġ as @24#

F~ġt!5 ln~11ġt !. ~3!

The features of the dewetting regimes obtained with t
rheological law were presented elsewhere@19#, and will only
be briefly mentioned in the present paper in Appendix B.
mentioned in Ref.@19#, this logarithmic law does not perm
a simple analytical description ofall the regimes of time and
thicknesses.

An alternative way of describing the polymer rheology
to use the well-known Cross model@25#

F~ġt!5
ġt

11k~ ġt!n
, ~4!

k and n being dimensionless constant parameters. Ashear-
thinning behavioris taken into account by taking the powe
law index n strictly between 0 and 1. At low strain rate
(ġt,k21/n), this law displays a viscous-type behavior (sm

'h0ġ, with a zero-shear viscosityh05s0t), while for
large values ofġt, sm obeys the well-known power-law
model. This popular expression, which will be used all alo
with this paper, is applicable to a number of polymer ma
rials and complex fluids@26#.

FIG. 1. Film geometry:h(r ,t) is the profile of the film,hm(t) is
the height of the rim, andRd(t) is the radius of the dry zone. Th
initial ( t50) steplike profile is represented by the dashed li
v(r ,t) is the radial, axisymmetric flow field.
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B. Equations

Assuming the fluid to be incompressible, mass conser
tion leads to

1

h~r ,t ! S ]h~r ,t !

]t
1

rb~r ,t !

t

]h~r ,t !

]r D5
a~r ,t !2b~r ,t !

t
.

~5!

Equation~5! involves two unknown functionsa(r ,t) and
b(r ,t), that are positive, dimensionless forms of the stra
rate componentsġ rr and ġff ,

a52tġ rr 52t
]v
]r

b5tġff5t
v
r

. ~6!

We thus need two additional equations to determ
h(r ,t). First, note that the following partial differential equa
tion can be directly derived from Eq.~6!:

]b

]r
52

b1a

r
. ~7!

Neglecting the inertial term, conservation of momentu
~projected on the radial direction@27#! leads to

]s rr

]r
1

s rr 2sff

r
50. ~8!

It can be shown that Eqs.~7! and ~8!, along with the
free-surface boundary condition~i.e., szz50 at the contact
with ambient atmosphere@28#!, allow one to express the
strain ratea as a function ofb only : a5F(b). Substitution
of the shear-thinning constitutive law 1 in Eq.~8! then leads
to the following differential equation forF:

d@F„F~b!…2F„F~b!2b…#

db
5

F„F~b!…2F~b!

F~b!1b
, ~9!

which has to be solved along with the conditionF(0)50
~far away from the perturbed central region, the strain ra
must decrease to zero!. In Fig. 2, we present thea5F(b)
form of functions for the Cross model, taking for each cur
k510 and different values of power-law indexn between 0
and 1. This function can be approached by simpler exp
sions in the two opposite regimesb!1 and b@1, as ex-
plained below~cf. Sec. III A 1!.

In order to solve Eq.~5!, we should supply it with initial
and boundary conditions. Our initial profile is assumed to
uniform, with a thicknesshi , except in a bored region rang
ing from r 50 to r 5R0 ~as shown in Fig. 1!. R0 is our
characteristic radial length used thereafter to maker dimen-
sionless,

h~r ,t50!5H hi if r>R051

0 otherwise.
~10!

.
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We do not consider here the origin of the initial dewetti
process: experimentally, it is found that a thick PS film on
silicon substrate is metastable and dewets via nucleation
growth of dry patches@29#, while thinner films (hi
,100 nm) are unstable and dewet by spinodal decomp
tion @30,31#. In his latest experiments on ultra-thin film
@17#, Reiter characterized the early stage of the dewet
process by the formation and coalescence of little holes, w
the displaced material uniformly distributed between
holes, without visible rims. Our initial timet50 might cor-
respond to the end of this preliminary process.

Equation~5! applies outside the dewetted region@Rd(t)
<r ,`#. At the edge of the rim@r 5Rd(t)#, the rim height
hm(t) can be determined by taking into account capilla
forces. The applied force on the rim, pushing the film aw
the dry area, must be balanced by the internal radial str
uSu5us rr uhm(t). Assuming the lateral extension of the film
to be large enough, the film thickness must reachhi far from
the dry region: limr→`h(r ,t)5hi(; t). The complete reso
lution of our set of equations~5!–~7!–~9! can be achieved
using a method of characteristics~cf. Appendix D!.

Thereafter, all thicknesses will be made dimensionless
normalizing with a characteristic lengthh* [uSu/s0. For Re-
iter’s experimental conditions, atT'105 °C, we estimateh*
to be of the order of 500 Å. This parameterh* is of crucial
importance in our model, because it discriminates two
gimes of growth whose features are quite different. The fil
whose initial thicknesshi is larger thanh* will be consid-
ered as ‘‘thick’’ films, while the others (hi!h* ) will be the
‘‘thin’’ ones.

III. RESULTS

Note first that for a purely viscous liquid@F(ġt)5ġt#,
our model leads to a constant and uniform thickness for
film, with an exponential growth of the dry radius

FIG. 2. The radial strain-ratea and the orthoradial strain-rateb
are related bya5F(b) @see Eq.~9!#. In the purely Newtonian case

@F(ġt)5ġt#, the functionF is linear, a5b. The other curves
representF for the Cross model@Eq. ~4!#, taking different values of
n for a given value ofk510: n51/4, 1/3, 1/2, 2/3~an important
case, as precised in Sec. IV B!; andn53/4. The two limit regimes
b!1 andb@1, and the corresponding approached expressions
F are also represented.
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Rd~ t !5R0e(uSut/s0thi )5R0e(t/t i )

hm~ t !'hi . ~11!

This is in complete agreement with the experimental
sults of Debre´geas et al. for the dewetting of suspende
polymer films@12# and supported films@32#.

How are affected the growth laws of the dry radiusRd(t)
and the rim heighthm(t) by the shear-thinning properties o
the material?

In order to discuss the time dependence of the rim he
and the dry radius, we need to comparehi with the charac-
teristic thicknessh* .

A. Thin-film regime „hi™h* …

1. Initial stages of growth

The rangehi!h* allows different regimes of growth fo
the initial stage of hole formation, depending on the spec
characteristics of the constitutive law.

Simple analytical laws can be obtained with the Cross l
(F(ġt)5(ġt)/@11k(ġt)n#). It can be shown that the so
lution a@b# of Eq. ~9! is characterized bya;b for low
strain rates, anda;c(n)b for b@1. It is worth noting that
the coefficientc(n) does not depend onk, but depends onn
as a solution of

~c12n1~c21!12n!~c11!~12n!5c12n11. ~12!

As shown in Fig. 3, this coefficient ranges fromc51 ~for
n→0) to c→1` ~for n→1), and is involved in the laws o
growth relative to the rim height and dry radius, as sho
below.

The strain ratesam(t) andbm(t) at the rim edge@i.e., for
r 5Rd(t)] are simply related to the rim height by balancin
the radial stress acting on the rim and the capillary forc
This gives the following equation:

h*

hm
5

am

11kam
n

1
am2bm

11k~am2bm!n
, ~13!

or

FIG. 3. Variation with the power-law indexn of the parameter
c(n). Some other quantities of interest are also represented~see
text!.
7-3
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admitting the approached formsbm;h* /hm for large values
of hm /h* , andbm;m(n,k)(h* /hm)1/12n for the thin-films
regime. m(n,k) is a positive dimensionless parameter d
pending onn andk as

m~n,k![
k

c~n!12n1@c~n!21#12n
. ~14!

These expressions of strain rates at the edge of the rim ve
the rim height enable us to find analytical expressions of
growth laws during the initial stages of dewetting for th
films.

The rim height obeys the equation

1

hm

Dhm

Dt
5

am2bm

t
, ~15!

whereD[(]/]t)1v(]/]r ) stands for the particular deriva
tive. In Fig. 4 we present our results about the short-ti
evolution of rim height for different initial thicknesses, wit
t ranging from 0 tot. The solution of Eq.~15! along with the
initial condition hm(t50)5hi is

hm~ t !5hi S 11l~n,k,hi !
t

t D 12n

, ~16!

with l(n,k,hi)[k@(c221)/(c12n11)#(h* /hi)
1/12n. The

adequation between our numerical results and this theore
prediction is excellent.

The dry radius is given by

Ṙd

Rd
5

bm~ t !

t
, ~17!

and we thus obtain

Rd~ t !5R0S 11l~n,k,hi !
t

t D (12n)/(c21)

. ~18!

FIG. 4. Short-time evolution of the rim heighthm , plot of hm

versust/t, for hi50.1, 0.5, 1, and 2h* . Note that the curves cor
responding tohi50.1 and 0.5h* cannot be distinguished within th
graph scale.
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It is physically understandable thatRd , at a given timet, is
larger for thinner films : for a given applied forceuSu per unit
length, the thicker the film, the more the material to be d
placed and the lower the dewetting velocity.

Equations~16!–~18! allow one to define a crossover tim
tc5t/l(n,k,hi). At short times~i.e., t!tc), hm andRd vary
linearly with time: hm'hi„11(12n)t/tc… and Rd'R0(1
1@(12n)/(c21)#t/tc). At longer times (t@tc), the time
dependence ofhm and Rd is a power law: hm;t12n and
Rd;t (12n)/(c21). Note that the thinner the film, the smalle
the crossover timetc .

A simple expression ofRd versushm can be directly de-
rived from Eqs.~16! and ~18!

Rd~ t !5R0S hm~ t !

hi
D 1/(c21)

. ~19!

This relationship between the dry radius and the r
height is shown in Fig. 5 for different values of power-la
index n. Note that, forn52/3, expression~19! turns out to
be linear: this important property will be discussed in t
light of Reiter’s experiments in Sec. IV B.

2. Long-time regime of growth

After the initial stages of hole growth, the driving force o
the phenomenonuSu is distributed over a rim height large
than the characteristic thicknessh* . The resulting radial con-
straint becomes weak, and gives rise to very small value
strain-ratesa andb. Then, to solve Eq.~15! in this regime,
we have to find the smallest-order correction to the lin
behavior of functionF,

a5F~b!'b1e~b!, b!1. ~20!

Including this development in Eq.~9!, and neglecting terms
involving second-order~or higher! e, we obtain a nonlinear

FIG. 5. For thin films (hi!h* ), during the initial stages of
growth, the dry radius is related to the rim height by a simple pow
law depending on the material rheology@Eq. ~19!#. This figure
shows the different regimes depending onn: for n52/3, the depen-
dence is simply linear; forn.2/3, the radius grows slower than th
rim height, while forn,2/3, Rd grows fastly compared to the rim
height increasing.
7-4
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first-order differential equation fore. Solving it along with
the conditione(b50)50 leads to an explicit expression fo
e(b). Keeping the smallest order in development ofe for
small b, we find @33#

a'b1S n

n11
kDbn11, b!1. ~21!

From Eq. ~15!, it is then easy to obtain the following
expression forhm :

hm~ t !5hi S 11n~n,k,hi !
t

t D [1/(11n)]

, ~22!

with n(n,k,hi)[nk(h* /hi)
11n. We have checked numer

cally ~cf. Fig. 6! that this power-law behavior is obeyed
the long-time regime of growth.

The corresponding law for dry radius in this regime is

Rd~ t !5R0expH 11n

nk2 S hi

h*
D n

3F S 11n~n,k,hi !
t

t D n/(11n)

21G J . ~23!

For t@t(hi /h* )11n/(nk), this law turns out to be a
stretched exponential

Rd~ t !'R0expF11n

k
~nk!2 1/11nS t

t D n/11nG . ~24!

From Eq. ~16!, it is easy to define a crossover timete
between the initial stages~Sec. III A 1! and the long-time
regime of growth~Sec. III A 2!,

FIG. 6. Long-time evolution of the rim heighthm , for different
initial thicknesseshi ~0.1, 1, 10, 50, 100h* ), with Cross law (n
52/3, k55): plot versus (t/t) [1/(11n)] to show the linear behavio
of hm with (t/t) [1/(11n)] after the transient timet0. For a thick film
(hi@h* ), two regimes can be distinguished. Fort,t0

;t(hi /h* )11n, hm is a constant andRd(t) increases exponentially
with time. For t.t0 , hm growths linearly with (t/t) [1/(11n)] . Note
that the curves corresponding tohi50.1 and 1h* cannot be distin-
guished within the graph scale.
06160
te5mS h*

hi
D 1/(12n)

tc . ~25!

3. Film profile

An example of profile obtained forhi50.1h* is shown in
Fig. 7. This profile is characterized by a highly asymmet
shape for the rim. There is a striking similarity between su
a profile and those observed by Reiter for ultrathin film
@17#. On Fig. 8 we present the time evolution of this profi
~for t ranging fromt50 to t5531022t, with a time step of
1022t).

For the sake of conciseness, we focus there on the
corresponding to the range of thicknesses and times cov
by Reiter’s experiments, i.e., the initial times of growth f
thin films ~cf. Ref. @17# and Sec. IV!. For clarity reasons, le
us write V(t)[11l(n,k,hi)(t/t). In the regimehi!h* ,
the partial derivative equation~5! for h(r ,t) reduces to

FIG. 7. Film profile forhi50.1h* and t5231022t. The con-
stitutive equation of the material is the Cross law@Eq. ~4!#, with a
power-law indexn52/3. For clarity reasons, a sectional view
displayed on a quarter of circle, and Cartesian coordinates (x,y,z),
naturally associated with cylindrical ones (r ,F,z), are used.

FIG. 8. Evolution of a film ~Cross model,n52/3) profile
h(r ,t i), for hi50.1h* and t i ranging fromt50 ~initial configura-
tion, in dashed lines! to t5531022t with a time step of 1022t.
7-5
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]h~r ,t !

]t
1

k

r c
V~ t !(22n2nC/c21)

]h

]r

5~c21!
k

r 11c
V~ t !(22n2nC/c21)h. ~26!

The resolution of Eq.~26! can be achieved using
method of characteristics, as explained in Appendix D. T
solution is

h~r ,t !5hi

r c21

~11r c112Rd~ t !c11! [(c21)/(c11)]
. ~27!

We checked~cf. Appendix D! that this expression has
wide range of validity: during all the initial growth, the stra
rates remain high (a andb@1) far away the hole periphery
and thus Eq.~27! is an acceptable description of the who
film profile.

B. Thick-film regime „hišh* …

For thick films, as shown in Fig. 6~for instance in the
casehi5100h* ) two different time regimes can be distin
guished: at the beginning of hole formation,hm is nearly
constant and equals its initial valuehi during a long period of
time, before growing faster. Here again, a distinction b
tween different time regimes is necessary.

1. Initial stages of growth

During the early stage, the strain rates at the rim are c
stant and small, as a consequence of the constant large t
ness. In this case, the rheological law of the film is visco
type and the dry radius increases exponentially, as for
case previously discussed@see Eq.~11!#:

Rd~ t !5R0e(uSut/s0thi )5R0e(t/t i )

hm~ t !'hi . ~28!

This viscous-type behavior remains valid up to a cro
over timet0't(hi /h* )11n.

2. Long-time regime of growth

We have checked numerically~cf. Fig. 6! that the antici-
pated analytical behavior

hm~ t !5hi S 11n~n,k,hi !
t

t D 1/(11n)

~29!

is obeyed after the crossover timet0.
Similarly, the preceding exponential law for the dry radi

connects with the stretched exponential, whose power
pends on power-law indexn @cf. Eq. ~24!#:

Rd~ t !'R0expF11n

k
~nk!21/11nS t

t D n/(11n)G .
Figure 9 which presents the time evolution ofRd for differ-
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ent initial thicknesseshi with the Cross model, shows tha
this anticipated behavior is obeyed fort@t0.

We emphasize the fact that the crossover from a sim
exponential to the stretched exponential regime is a con
quence of the nonlinearity of rheological law 1.

IV. DISCUSSION

A. Debregeas’ experiments

Debrégeaset al. @12# carried out experiments on viscou
bursting of freely suspended films of long-chain polyme
The high molecular weights of polydimethylsiloxane used
these experiments lead to high viscosities (h0
>600 000 cP) bursting processes where viscous dissipa
dominates inertia.

The range of thicknesses experimentally studied by D
brégeaset al. ~5 to 250mm) covers the domainhi@h* . As
the corresponding crossover time is very large (t0@t), these
experiments mainly covered the first regimet!t0 ~the crite-
rion hi@h* is in fact a basic hypothesis of their ‘‘soft ba
loon’’ model @34#!. In our model, the velocity fieldv(r ,t) is
found to be almost proportional to 1/r at any time for thick
profiles ~cf. Fig. 10!, similar to the experimentally observe
long range radial plug flow@12#.

Thus, our model accounts well for the exponential grow
and the absence of rim characteristics of the dewetting
gime observed by Debre´geas et al. for viscous polymer
films.

B. Reiter’s experiments

Reiter @17# studied the dewetting of ultrathin, almos
glassy polystyrene films deposited onto silicon wafers coa
with a polydimethylsiloxane monolayer. The thicknesses
the PS films used range fromhi510 to hi560 nm. Com-
pared with the characteristic scaleh* '50 nm, the ratio
hi /h* ranges from about 0.2 to unity. The characteristic tim
t for PS under the experimental conditions is very long,
to more than a year for the lowest temperature conditionsT

FIG. 9. Logarithmic plot of the dry zone radiusRd versus
(t/t)n/(11n), for hi50.1, 1, 10, and 100h* , in the case of Cross law
with n52/3 andk55. Note the linear behavior of log10@Rd(t)/R0#
with (t/t)n/(11n) after a transient time: the anticipated stretch
exponential@Eq. ~24!# is indeed obeyed.
7-6
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DEWETTING OF THIN-FILM POLYMERS PHYSICAL REVIEW E66, 061607 ~2002!
ranges from 103 °C to 130 °C, to be compared with the b
glass transition temperature:Tg597.5 °C). We can thus ex
pect that the relevant regime for comparing our results w
Reiter’s experimental findings is the limithi!h* , and t/t
small ~cf. Sec. III A 1!.

Three years ago, Dalnoki-Veresset al. made an experi-
mental study of hole formation and growth in freely standi
PS films @22#. In agreement with Debregeas’ experimen
they observed exponential growth of the hole radius and
form thickening, but with a deviance from this regime f
long-time regimes of growth, a feature they analyzed
terms of shear-thinning properties. They indeed character
the polymer rheology at the temperature of their experime
(T5115 °C), and found that the best fit for the viscosityh
versus the shear strain-rateġ is a power-law dependence,

h;uġu2d, ~30!

with a power-law indexd50.6560.03. For the following,
let us suppose that the rheology of ultrathin PS films used
Reiter can be described by the Cross model@Eq. ~4!# with
such a power-law index:n52/3. It is of course an hypothesi
that would need an experimental validation. In particular,
rheology of PS films at temperaturesvery closeto the glass
transition may be quite different. Keeping this point in min
the following remarks are tentative explanations of some
gimes of dewetting experimentally observed by Reiter.

If n52/3, Eq.~12! leads to the exact valuec52. Then
Eq. ~19! turns out to be simply linear,

Rd~ t !

R0
5

hm~ t !

hi
. ~31!

This property was indeed observed by Reiter: the ma
mum height of the rim grows at the same speed as the ra
of the hole @17#. The special role played by this valuen

FIG. 10. Velocity fieldv(r ,t i) for different initial thicknesses
(hi50.1, 1, 10h* ), at a given timet i . All radial distances are
normalized by the dry radius at timet i for each thickness. A curve
1/x is represented for comparison. It is clear that the velocity fiel
almost proportional to 1/r for a thick profile (hi510h* ), similar to
the long range radial plug flow observed by Debre´geas.
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52/3 was also pointed out by Shenoy and Sharma in th
study of the dewetting of power hardening viscoplastic so
@21#.

We can also focus on the individual dependences ofhm
andRd versus time. As precised in Sec. III A 1, fort@tc , the
rim height and the hole radius follow a power-law time d
pendence:hm;t12n andRd;t (12n)/(c21). In particular, for
n52/3, we obtain

hm;~ t/t!1/3

Rd;~ t/t!1/3. ~32!

Very recently, Reiter@35# characterized the time depen
dences ofRd andhm for very thin films. He obtained severa
dewetting regimes, and work is in progress to analyze th
results. It seems that several experimental factors mus
taken into account for this analysis. Among them, the infl
ence of film preparation appears to be decisive: the spin-
PS film is a highly metastable form of matter@5#. The sample
preparation~including the time of healing! can lead to thin
films where residual constraints on the chains persist,
may have an influence on the dewetting process.

Quite interestingly, despite all these remarks, for a 20-
PS film deposited on a 10-nm PDMS layer aroundT
5120 °C, the results of Reiter’s experiments seem to in
cate that the maximum height of rim and the hole rad
obey power laws,

hm;~ t/t!a with a'0.3860.02

Rd;~ t/t!b with b'0.3460.04. ~33!

The time range on which Reiter calculated these pow
law indexes is up to about 100 min. As for a 20-nm film, t
ratio hi /h* is smaller than unity, the crossover timetc is
very short, and we can expect that the power-law regime@Eq.
~32!# is established. Thus we can compare Eqs.~32! and~33!
and remark that the two experimental coefficients are ind
very close to the predicted one, 1/3. This adequation betw
our model and Reiter’s experimental results appears to
satisfying. But many questions remain open, as the r
played by the thin PDMS monolayer on which the PS fi
dewets is only taken into account by the free slippage c
dition @36#. In fact, it was shown by several studies that t
lower layer is deformed by the moving upper one@37#,
which can lead to viscous dissipation and to a marked
crease in the dewetting velocity@38#.

Let us conclude by a tentative idea: observed by tapp
mode atomic force microscopy~TM-AFM ! the dry zone on
the PDMS substrate after the removal of PS film, Reiter@39#
discovered the formation of straight lines, several micro
long, started to appear at hole diameters larger than a
1 mm. These lines are PS microfibrils, whose width can
as low as about 2 nm~to be compared with the radius o
gyration of the polymer in the bulk, of order 50 nm!. This
observation suggests that the radial strain rates are m
larger than the orthoradial ones at the hole periphery
involve this elongational deformation of the molecules. Th
property could be related to the fact that, in our model,

s
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radial strain-rate (a) is large compared with the orthoradi
one (b) during the initial stages of growth for thin films~cf.
Fig. 2, regimeb@1). In particular, note that this dissymme
try between values ofa andb is a direct consequence of th
shear-thinning behavior of the polymer: for a purely visco
fluid, a5b for any thickness.

V. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, our model accounts well for the expone
tial growth and the absence of rim characteristics of the d
etting regime observed by Debre´geaset al. for viscous poly-
mer films. Taking into account the shear-thinning behavio
the polymers nearTg enables us to see the modificatio
induced by this particular rheology on the film morpholog
It appears from our results that the early stages of dewet
for a shear-thinning polymer film are mainly determined
the ratio of its initial thicknesshi to a characteristic scaleh*
~related to the driving force of the process,S, and the rheo-
logical response of the material, characterized bys0).

The film profile exhibits a sharp, asymmetric rim simil
to that observed by Reiter in his latest experiments with
trathin PS films. The rich variety of growth behavior is sum
marized in Appendix C. In all cases, the long-time evoluti
of hm is a power law~whose coefficient depends on th
rheology of the material studied!, andRd obeys a stretched
exponential law. When taking for the power-law indexn the
value obtained by Dalnoki-Veresset al., in the thin-film
limit, our predictions for the dry radius and the rim heig
time evolutions seem to explain some of Reiter’s latest
periments. In particular, the linear dependence of the
height versus the dry radius experimentally observed is
dicted by our model for the power-law indexn52/3.

Work is now in progress to incorporate in our model t
Laplace pressure~see Ref.@28#! which might lead to oscil-
latory dewetting fronts@14,18#, and to evaluate the possib
effects of chain entanglements. In future, we aim to study
dewetting of thin polymer filmsbelow Tg , where the exis-
tence of a yield stress in the rheological response of
material may lead to new dewetting morphologies.
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APPENDIX A: A FEW REMARKS ABOUT THE VELOCITY
FIELD INSIDE THE FILM

Our choice of model~see Sec. II! for the dewetting film
deserves a few comments. As defined above,v(r ,t) is the
radial part of flow field. The incompressibility of the materi
implies the additional existence of a small, but nonzero v
tical component of the velocity field: let us notew this ver-
tical part.

We already argued that the characteristic thickness
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films studied by Reiter and Debre´geas allows aplug-flow
assumption for the film: it implies that the radial partv(r ,t)
is independent of variablez. This hypothesis does not impl
the same property forw: we must keep for it the most gen
eral dependencew(r ,z,t).

In cylindrical coordinates, for a velocity field of the form
(v r ,vF ,vz), the liquid incompressibility leads to

]v r

]r
1

v r

r
1

1

r

]vF

]F
1

]vz

]z
50. ~A1!

Here, asvF50 for symmetry reasons, one has

]v
]r

1
v
r

52
]w

]z
. ~A2!

Independence ofv versusz allows a simple integration o
Eq. ~A2! at a givenr,

E
z50

h(r ,t)S ]v
]r

1
v
r Ddz52E

z50

h(r ,t)]w

]z
dz, ~A3!

which gives

h~r ,t !S ]v
]r

1
v
r D52w„r ,z5h~r ,t !,t…. ~A4!

The vertical velocity at the top of the film,w„r ,z
5h(r ,t),t…, can be easily related to the particular derivati
of h(r ,t), provided that the film thickness remains sm
compared with the characteristic lengths of variation of
radial speed component and film thickness@40#,

w„r ,z5h~r ,t !,t…'S ]h

]t
1v

]h

]r D . ~A5!

Thus, in a more rigorous way, we recover the incompre
ibility condition @see Eq.~5!#

1

h~r ,t ! S ]h~r ,t !

]t
1

rb~r ,t !

t

]h~r ,t !

]r D5
a~r ,t !2b~r ,t !

t
.

The plug-flow assumption has a direct consequence:
left-hand side of Eq.~A2! is independent ofz; so does the
right-hand side, i.e.,]w/]z, which implies thatw has a
simple linear dependence versusz,

w~r ,z,t !5w„r ,z5h~r ,t !,t…
z

h~r ,t !
. ~A6!

To finish with this point, note that taking into account th
small but nonzerovertical component of the velocity field
induces the presence of a supplementary term in the con
vation of momentum~Eq. 8!:

]s rr

]r
1

]s rz

]z
1

s rr 2sff

r
50. ~A7!
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FIG. 11. Summary of the different time re
gimes for the dewetting of thin films (hi!h* ).
Depending on each time range, the exact so
tions and corresponding approximated time d
pendences are precised. We also point out
laws for the special valuen52/3 ~discussed in
Sec. IV B!.
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The possible consequences of this supplementary fric
force on our predictions for dewetting regimes will be stu
ied in a forthcoming publication.

APPENDIX B: RESULTS FOR LOGARITHMIC FORM
OF F

For polymers, just aboveTg , it is expected within the
framework of the free-volume model thatsm varies logarith-
mically with ġ as @24#

F~ġt!5 ln~11ġt !. ~B1!

At low strain-rates (ġt,1), this law displays a viscous
type behavior (sm'h0ġ, with a zero-shear viscosityh0

5s0t), while for large values ofġt, sm reaches an almos
constant value~shear-thinning behavior!.

In order to deal with a minimum number of paramete
we assume thatsm(ġ) is an odd function @sm(ġ)5

2s0ln(11uġut) if ġ,0].
This appendix briefly presents the main results for t

and thick films.
For thick films, at short times, the dry radius and rim

height evolve as for a purely viscous fluid@cf. Eq. ~11!#:

Rd~ t !5R0e(uSut/s0thi )5R0e(t/t i )

hm~ t !'hi .

For thick films, at long times@ t.t0;t(hi /h* )2#, the rim
height grows proportionally toAt/t,
06160
n
-

,

hm~ t !;
h*

2
At/t, t@t0 , ~B2!

while the dry radius expands like exp(4At/t),

Rd~ t !;R`e4At/t, t@t0 . ~B3!

This law is also a stretched exponential, as for the Cr
law. This property is due to the fact that the functiona
5F(b) is analytical~in the mathematical sense!, i.e., admits
a series expansion near zero whose first nonlinear term isb2.
It indeed corresponds the limit behavior obtained by tak
the Cross law withn→1.

For thin films, at short times, a sharp rim grows very
quickly ~with an initial speedḣm'hi exph* /2hi). In this re-
gime,hm(t) is well described by the integral equation

E
h* /2hm(t)

h* /2hi e2x

x
dx'

t

t
, t!t. ~B4!

For thin films, at long times, as for the Cross law, the hol
growth connects with the long-time regime of thick film
@Eqs.~B2!,~B3!#.

APPENDIX C: SUMMARY OF THE DEWETTING
REGIMES FOR A CROSS CONSTITUTIVE EQUATION

Figures 11 and 12 propose a summary of the differ
dewetting time regimes for a Cross constitutive law, depe
ing on the initial thickness~to be compared withh* ), and
relative to different time ranges~to be compared with cross
over timestc , te , andt0).
-

lu-
e-
FIG. 12. Summary of the different time re
gimes for the dewetting of thick films (hi@h* ).
Depending on each time range, the exact so
tions and corresponding approximated time d
pendences are precised.
7-9
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APPENDIX D: ANALYSIS OF THE FILM PROFILE

1. Method of characteristics

To know the profileh(r ,t), Eq. ~26! has to be solved,

]h~r ,t !

]t
1

k

r c
V~ t !(22n2nC)/(c21)

]h

]r

5~c21!
k

r 11c
V~ t !(22n2nC)/(c21)h,

along with the precedently precised initial condition@Eq.
~10!# and the boundary valuesh(r→`,t)5hi (; t) and
h„r 5Rd(t),t…5hm(t). As a quasilinear partial derivativ
equation, Eq.~26! can be solved using a method of chara
teristics, as precised in this appendix.

Writing dh(r ,t)5(]h/]t)dt1@]h(r ,t)/]r #dr, we can
replace the partial derivative with respect tot thanks to Eq.
~26!. Let us define a characteristic by the functionr j(t),
indexed by the parameterj with r j(t50)5j, and obeying
the following ordinary differential equation:

drj~ t !

dt
5

k

r j~ t !c
V~ t !(22n2nc)/(c21). ~D1!

Equation~D1! is tractable, and gives each characteris
as a function of time,

r j~ t !c112jc115V~ t ! [(c11)(12n)/(c21)]21. ~D2!

In Fig. 13 is shown a representation of characteris
r j(t) versus time, for a thin film (hi50.1h* ). Note that
these curves were extracted numerically from our model,
are not a graphic illustration of solutions of Eq.~D2!.

Along a given characteristic, the rim heighthj(t) obeys a
simple equation,

dhj~ t !

dt
5

k~c21!

r j~ t !c11
V~ t ! [(c11)(12n)]/(c21)]hj~ t !, ~D3!

FIG. 13. Graphic representation of characteristicsr j(t), for an
initial thicknesshi50.1h* andt ranging from 0 to 0.02t. Different
values ofj parameter are taken asj51, 2.5, 5, 7.5, 10, 12.5, and
15R0.
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whose solution is explicit and of the form

hj~ t !5hiS V~ t !(c11)(12n)/(c21)1j11c21

j11c D (c21)/(c11)

.

~D4!

Inverting Eq. ~D2! to expressj as a function ofr and t
enables us to extract the complete equation of the profile@Eq.
~27!#,

h~r ,t !5hi

r c21

~11r c112Rd~ t !c11!(c21)/(c11)
.

2. Range of validity

In the film zone near the hole@r *Rd(t)#, the strain-rates
a andb are high. Thus Eq.~7! gives

b~r ,t !5bm~ t !S Rd~ t !

r D 11c

5k
V~ t !(22n2nc)/(c21)

r 11c
.

~D5!

Our description of film profile remains valid as long a
b(r ,t)>1. Let us define the radial distancer * (t) up to
which this condition is verified,b(r * (t),t)51. The ratio
r * (t)/Rd(t) is given by

r * ~ t !

Rd~ t !
5kV~ t !(12nc)/(c21). ~D6!

We regard the equation of profile as valid ifr * (t)
@Rd(t), and arbitrarily choose a criterionr * (t)>YRd(t)
with a factor Y;10 for instance. It is then found tha
r * (t)>YRd(t) as long as timet is smaller than a critical
value t* given by

FIG. 14. Evolution of the film morphology near the hole perip
ery ~from Rd to Rd1R0), starting with a continuous profile@Eq.
~E2! with x50.1, filled with gray color#. Each profile, which is
relative to the timet i and describes the domainr>Rd(t i), is shifted
to the pointx5@r 2Rd(t i)#/R050, so as to exhibit clearly its in-
creasingly asymmetric shape.
7-10
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t* 5
12n

c21

m~n,k! [c(12n)]/(nc21)

Y (c21)/(nc21) S h*

hi
D c/(nc21)

. ~D7!

For hi50.1h* , n52/3, k55, and Y510, Eq. ~D7!
shows that the high strain-rates hypothesis remains valid
wide region as long ast&1000t. Thus, the Eq.~27! is a
good description of the film profile during all the initial re
gime of growth.

APPENDIX E: INFLUENCE OF THE INITIAL SHAPE
OF FILM PROFILE

The results presented above are obtained taking a dis
tinuous shape for the initial profile of the film

h~r ,t50!5H hi if r>R051

0 otherwise.
~E1!

Does this discontinuity atr 5R0 play a role in the hole
growth? In other words, is it the source of the marked asy
metry observed for the profiles obtained with our model?
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To probe this hypothesis, we made the same resolutio
our system of equations, starting with a continuous profil

h~r ,t50!5H hie
x/[( r /R0)221] if r .R051

0 if r<R0 .
~E2!

This profile is infinitely derivable atr 5R0, the parameter
x gives an order of the characteristic length of transiti
between the regionsh50 andh5hi . The profiles obtained
with this initial condition are shown in Fig. 14, withx
50.1 ~the shape of the initial profile, represented in dash
lines in Fig. 14, is very smooth!. The rim growth seems to be
very fast for a thin film~the time range of curves in Fig. 1
is 0 to 2.1022t). Similarly, the increasing asymmetric shap
of the profile shows that, even when starting with a smo
profile, the resulting morphology of the rim is the same as
Reiter’s experiments. These considerations prove that
discontinuity of the initial profile isnot a necessary condition
for the appearance, growth, and stiffening of an asymme
rim as those observed by Reiter.
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